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iFly EFB Unveils Groundbreaking Wireless Autopilot Control Feature for Experimental
Aircraft

Adventure Pilot, a leading provider of electronic flight bag (EFB) solutions, is excited to
announce a new feature in its iFly EFB app: the ability to wirelessly drive an autopilot system via
Bluetooth. This innovative feature is designed exclusively for use in experimental aircraft,
enhancing flexibility and control for pilots during flight.

The new wireless autopilot control feature is currently available in the Android version of the iFly
EFB app, with an iOS version slated for release soon. This feature allows pilots to connect their
iFly EFB app to their aircraft’s autopilot system using a Bluetooth to serial device, which is
available for separate purchase. This integration represents a significant step forward in
avionics technology, offering pilots a more intuitive and cable-free cockpit environment.

"We are thrilled to offer this cutting-edge technology to experimental aircraft pilots," said Juanita
Boyd, a spokesperson for Adventure Pilot. "Our goal has always been to enhance the flying
experience through innovative solutions. This new feature simplifies cockpit management and
increases safety by reducing the pilot's workload."

To use this feature, pilots will need to acquire a compatible Bluetooth to serial adapter, which
facilitates the communication between the mobile device and the aircraft’s autopilot system. The
setup is designed to be straightforward, ensuring that pilots can easily integrate this new
capability into their existing systems without extensive modifications.

Special Offer for Pilots: Adventure Pilot is committed to ensuring that our loyal customers
continue to receive the best value. Existing customers can access this new wireless autopilot
control feature without any additional subscription fees. Additionally, new customers are invited
to experience the iFly EFB app with a free 30-day trial giving them full access to its extensive
capabilities.

About Adventure Pilot: Established in 2009, iFly EFB by Adventure Pilot has been at the
forefront of developing high-quality, innovative flight planning and navigation solutions for the
aviation industry. Our products are designed with the pilot in mind, to enhance safety, reduce
cockpit workload, and improve the overall flying experience.
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